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Abstract

Gershtein S.S., Logunov A.A., Mestvirishvili M.A. The Field Theory of Gravitation and The Rest Mass of Parti-
cles: IHEP Preprint 2005–28. – Protvino, 2005. – p. ?, refs.: 7.

It is shown in this work that all free physical fields should have a nonzerorest massaccording to the field
theory of gravitation.

Аннотация

Герштейн С.С., Логунов А.А., Мествиришвили М.А. Полевая теория гравитации и масса покоя частиц:
Препринт ИФВЭ 2005–28. –Протвино, 2005. – ?с., библиогр.: 7.

В работе показано, что согласно полевой теории гравитации все свободные физические поля должны
иметь ненулевую массу покоя.
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The Relativistic Theory of Gravitation (RTG), as a field theory, considers the gravitational field as
a physical field with spins2 and0, propagating in the Minkowski space. The source of this field is a
universal conserving quantity — the energy-momentum tensor of all fields of substance, including the
gravitational field also. Just such an approach to gravitation leads to the effective Riemannian space of a
field origin. Let us note that the effective Riemannian space may have only trivial topology. The motion
of a test body occurs in the Minkowski space under action of the gravitational force. This is equivalent
to the motion of a test body along a geodesic line in the effective Riemannian space. In the framework of
such an approach there is the following complete system of RTG equations derived from the least action
principle [1, 2]:

Rμν −
1

2
gμνR+

m2

2

[
gμν +

(
gμαgνβ −

1

2
gμνgαβ

)
γαβ

]
= 8πTμν , (1)

Dν g̃
μν = 0 . (2)

As the gravitational field acts in the Minkowski space with metric tensorγμν , it should not allow the
motion of a test body to proceed outside the Minkowski space null-cone. This is ensured by the causality
requirements:

gμνU
μUν = 0 , (3)

γμνU
μUν ≥ 0 . (4)

HereUμ is theisotropic velocity 4-vector in the effective Riemannian space corresponding to the physical
fields havingzero rest mass.

A time-like velocity 4-vector in the Riemannian space satisfying the following equation

gμνU
μUν = 1, Uν = dxν/ds ,

whereds is the interval of effective Riemannian space, corresponds to the physical fields havingnonzero
rest mass.

The particle 4-momentum is defined by a well-known equality

pν = mcUν .

According to causality conditions (??) and (??) any time-like velocity vector in the effective Riemannian
space

gμνU
μUν = 1 (5)
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should stay time-like in the Minkowski space also, i.e.

γμνU
μUν > 0 . (6)

Due to the fact that conditions (??) and (??) should be fulfilled, in particular, for the weak gravitational
fields, we obtain, according to the perturbation theory,

gμν = γμν − φμν +
1

2
γμνφ, φ = γμνφ

μν . (7)

For a weak gravitational field, for example, for a weak gravitational wave, condition (??) takes the fol-
lowing form:

γμνU
μUν = φμνU

0

μU
0

ν . (8)

Here the following equation is taken into account:γμνU
0

μU
0

ν = 0. The r.h.s. of Eq. (??) is not positive

definite, and so it is possible that condition (??) is violated. Just due to this reason it is necessary to
exclude any chance for the following equation to be valid

gμνU
μUν = 0 (9)

for any field, because this contradicts to the causality requirements. These requirements should be valid
for all physical fields due to the universal nature of the gravitational field.

A discussion concerning the causality principle had place in articles [3–6]. But it had not fully re-
moved objections, stated in papers [3–4]. In order to exclude any possibility for violation of the causality
principle it is necessary to formulate a general physical conclusion:all free physical fields, including
electromagnetic one, have a nonzero rest mass. This general physical conclusion from the RTG is in
good correspondence with the basic Minkowski axiom [7]:“A substance being at any worldpoint can be
always considered as staying at rest under reasonable definition of space and time.

The axiom tells us in other words that at any worldpoint the following expressionc2dt2− dx2−
dy2 − dz2 is always positive or in other words that any velocityv is always less thanc . According
to this, c is the upper limit for supersubstantial velocities and this is a more profound meaning of
quantityc ”.

On the base of our general physical conclusion the causality conditions (??) and (??) are reduced to
the following conditions

gμνU
μUν = 1 , (10)

γμνU
μUν > 0 . (11)

Just these conditions were given by us in article [5], whereas Eq. (??) was ignored.
In case of a weak gravitational field we find from the above

γμνU
μUν = 1 + U

0

μU
0

ν
(
φμν −

1

2
γμνφ

)
> 0 . (12)

HereU
0

ν = dxν/dσ, dσ is the Minkowski space interval

γμνU
0

μU
0

ν = 1 . (13)

Therefore, according to Eq. (??) vectorUν being time-like in the effective Riemannian space stays time-
like also in the Minkowski space. This means that the null-cone of the effective Riemannian space is
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disposed inside the cone of the Minkowski space. So, constantc, entering the expression for Minkowski
space interval

dσ2 = c2dt2 − dx2 − dy2 − dz2 (14)

is a universal constant which unites space and time into a unified space-time continuum. It always stays
the unattainable upper limit for the velocity of motion of any kind of matter. The fact that this con-
clusion follows from the RTG can be explained in the following way: due to universality of gravity its
requirements should be fulfilled by all free physical fields.

In conclusion authors express their gratitude to V. A. Petrov, A. N. Tavkhelidze, N. E. Tyurin and
Yu. V. Chugreev for valuable discussions.
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